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• An intelligent yet accessible discussion of these concepts

With this book you will
• Learn to see beyond fighting tactics, which change,

to fighting principles, which endure
• See your training in powerful new ways

“Winning Fights is based on principles, not techniques,”  
Dr. Stephens writes. “Technique is important, but techniques 
change, adapt, and evolve. Principles are timeless.”
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Foreword
by Massad Ayoob

W H E N  I  M E T  Dr. Phillip Stephens, it  wasn’t in the dojo or on the range 
or in the classroom. It was in the emergency department of a hospital 
where I was the horizontal patient, with a leg swollen to twice its normal 
size and a potentially life- threatening blood clot therein. One of the nurses 
told me reassuringly, “ Don’t worry,  you’re getting Dr. Stephens. He’s the 
best  there is. He’s famous.”

The nurse nailed it.
When I walked out of the hospital that night on my own two feet, 

I knew that I had indeed been treated by a master medical professional. 
Only  later would I know how much  else Dr. Stephens had mastered in his 
highly accomplished life.

By turns a champion fighter in competition and a vastly experienced 
instructor of  others in dojo, ring, and cage, and one of the top medical pro-
fessionals in his specialty and a role model for  others in the same discipline, 
you are about to find out that Stephens is also a master communicator.

In Winning Fights, Dr. Stephens draws from phi los o phers and kings, 
from generals and heroic “grunts,” from fistfighters and swordfighters and 
gunfighters, from statecraft and religion and more to clearly delineate uni-
versal truths of  human conflict.
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Deeply researched and up- to- date physiology and psy chol ogy figure in 
Stephens’s insightful advice. Certain truths of  human conflict are universal, 
and are equally applicable on the street, on the battlefield, and in wars of 
words,  whether they take place in the courtroom or Debate Society, in a 
dark alley with no witnesses or on a podium before a vast audience.

Dr. Stephens has fought in the ring against power ful men capable of 
killing him with a single blow. He has fought disease and trauma count-
less times, with the trusting patient’s life and limb on the line. He has spent 
his life studying the history and the mind- set of  others like himself who 
fought against sometimes overwhelming odds, in righ teous cause. He has 
prevailed in  those endeavors so many times that his thoughts on such 
 things absolutely compel attention.

 Human conflict is a vast and multidimensional topic, each subdivision 
of which can be a life study in and of itself. Phillip Stephens has the edu-
cation, the experience, and a lifetime of broad- based research to tie  those 
ele ments together into basic truths that serve across the wide spectrum of 
arenas in which they take place, often so suddenly that only someone who 
is prepared for them beforehand  will be able to cope, and win.

He understands that a healer of men facing a fast- breaking medical 
crisis, a General Patton facing Field Marshal Rommel’s dreaded Afrika 
Korps, a pe tite  woman in a dark alley facing a hulking rapist, or a debater 
in righ teous cause squaring off against a silver- tongued devil  will all need 
the same resolve, preparedness, determination, and wherewithal to bring the 
conflict to a just conclusion.

And, most impor tant, he shares the tools, the formulae, that have been 
proven to prevail in such circumstances.

Perhaps the greatest value in Winning Fights is that it applies to a wide 
range of stages upon which conflict takes place. In four- and- a- half de cades 
of working within the justice system and teaching  people how to win 
fights, I’ve learned that you can be wearing a hat that says “Defensive 
Tactics Coach,” “Shooting Coach,” or even the currently popu lar “Life 
Coach” and find yourself recommending the exact same strategies and 
tactics. It’s about princi ple, not technique.

It has been an honor to write this foreword for Dr. Stephens’s book, 
and I hope you benefit from his wisdom as much as I have.
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Introduction

Winning fights is based on princi ples— not techniques.

T E C H N I QU E  I S  I M P O R TA N T . But techniques change, adapt, and evolve. 
Princi ples are timeless. Bruce Lee recognized this truth, and advised to 
“absorb what is useful, discard what is useless and add what is specifically 
your own.”1 To Lee,  there was no single superior style of fighting. He even 
referred to his methods as the “style of no style.”

All fighters face the same challenges.  Whether just two  people fighting 
in a ring for sport or two armies engaged in geopo liti cal conflict, a fight is 
a fight.

Eastern and Western military strategists throughout millennia have 
agreed on the princi ples that overcome the challenges faced during a fight, 
 whether between individuals or nations. The basic princi ples for winning 
fights simply do not change and are like laws of nature ignored at one’s 
peril. But the knowledge is often lost in the noise of lit er a ture or the static 
of techniques, tactics, and form. The average fighter then loses sight of  these 
foundational princi ples, which are required to win and must be applied 
before any other strategy.

Winning fights, surviving conflict, and successfully engaging in combat 
rely on  these princi ples. Specialized skill and technique are impor tant, 
but it is foundational princi ples that win any fight regardless of scale or 
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context. Basic princi ples are essentially laws that govern the success of 
survival from personal to global conflicts.

 These same princi ples have many parallels and applications in life and 
business affairs. If  these princi ples are understood and a warrior code is 
adhered to on a daily basis, the success of winning fights  will spill over into 
successful peaceful routine activities as well. Socie ties would be more 
polite and fewer fights would be fought. Why is it impor tant for a peace-
ful person to understand  these princi ples? A classic Eastern saying is that, 
“It is better to be a warrior in a garden, than a gardener in a war.”2

Peace and vio lence are not mutually exclusive concepts. All warriors 
want peace. In fact, warriors who have seen vio lence especially want peace. 
But history has demonstrated that peace can be elusive. Preparing for con-
flict is the best way to ensure peace.

Knowing how to win a fight  isn’t in opposition to peace or love. It is a 
part of peace and love. If you want peace then you must be willing to fight 
for it. You must be willing to defend the  people you love. Warriors pray 
for peace but are willing to stand against evil in the world. Violent men 
with discipline are the only ones who stand between the world and evil.

This book is not about style. It is about concepts that are necessary for 
winning and are perilous to ignore, as evidenced by thousands of years of 
trial and error. It is the culmination of the work of the greatest martial 
strategists in history.

Martial artists have argued for centuries about which fighting style has 
the most effective techniques. Lee was the first modern- day martial artist 
to emphasize princi ple over technique, as princi ples of winning are time-
less and are not confined by style. Winning is embodied by philosophy and 
strategy. This is why a work on princi ple rather than simply technique is 
impor tant.

More than two thousand years ago (c. 5th  century BCE), Chinese Gen-
eral Sun Tzu wrote one of the oldest known works concerning founda-
tional princi ples for winning fights. The Art of War presented a time- tested 
philosophy for winning wars, managing conflict, and leading organ-
izations.3  There are other ancient military texts similar to Sun Tzu’s work, 
including The Book of Five Rings, by Miyamoto Musashi, Hagakure, by 
Yamamoto Tsunetomo, and On War,4 by Carl Van Clausewitz. Sun Tzu’s 
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work is the most prominent and earliest example, but all of  these compo-
sitions echo similar princi ples, as truth is truth evidenced by similar themes 
for winning. Time, technology, and even context have had  little impact on 
 these princi ples, which have been echoed countless times in works span-
ning two thousand years.

Many of  these early texts formed the foundation for modern military 
theory and have survived the test of time and conflict. They devote chapters 
to broad aspects of warfare and focus on princi ple, strategy, philosophy, 
and mind- set. So even  these early texts on warfare agree on the founda-
tional princi ples of winning fights regardless of the techniques or tools 
employed to win  those fights.

Several years  after the death of Bruce Lee, who pop u lar ized martial arts 
in the West, Lt. Col. Jeff Cooper, a former Marine who served in World 
War II and the Korean War, founded the American Pistol Institute ( later 
called Gunsite Acad emy).5 While Bruce Lee was best known for his devel-
opment of unarmed approaches to winning fights, Cooper taught the prag-
matic use of firearms. Most shooting fundamentals can be traced back to 
the work of Cooper, who many consider to be the creator of modern- day 
handgun shooting techniques.

But like Bruce Lee, Cooper recognized the importance of princi ple over 
technique. He felt that neither weapons nor martial art skills  were the 
most impor tant means of surviving a lethal confrontation. To Cooper, the 
primary tool was mind- set.6 He articulated  these basic princi ples often 
in his shooting lessons, just as Bruce Lee and Sun Tzu had done.  These 
modern fighters reconfirmed that fighting princi ples  were consistent and 
timeless.

On November  12, 1993, the first Ultimate Fighting Championship 
(UFC) aired from the McNichols Sports Arena in Denver, Colorado.7 Dur-
ing  those early fights  there  were no weight classes or judges.  There also 
 were only two rules: no biting and no eye gouging. Matches ended by 
submission, knockout, or one of the fighters’ corners throwing in the 
towel. Gloves  were permitted but mostly for the protection of the fighters’ 
hands, not the other way around.

Royce Gracie won UFC 1, UFC 2, and UFC 4. He fought to a draw in 
UFC 5. Gracie pop u lar ized Brazilian jujutsu and almost always conquered 
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much larger opponents.8 The Gracie brand of jujutsu had a significant 
impact on the UFC, which continued to grow and was soon followed by 
other successful organ izations, such as Bellator. The princi ples of how a 
smaller fighter could successfully defeat a much larger opponent are at the 
heart of the Gracie system, which descended from ancient Japa nese 
warriors. It was put on full display during  these fights and subsequently 
changed Western thinking about how fights are won.

To  pardon the pun, fighters are still grappling  today with what  will be 
successful in winning fights in a competition involving few rules. The 
ground fighting techniques of Gracie are now well known and practiced 
by many. The princi ples that successful fighters apply to their craft set 
them apart. Certainly, Gracie’s techniques helped him to win fights, but 
the princi ples and mind- set that he employed  were equally impor tant. A 
fighter  can’t expect to enter a contest against a much larger opponent 
armed with technique alone.

 These princi ples work on any scale and transcend fighting, and I believe 
they are now more impor tant than ever. My  father served in the U.S. Stra-
tegic Air Command during the Korean War. Their mission was one of 
deterrence, and its success is evidenced by the fact that we avoided nuclear 
war. It was a classic Sun Tzu strategy of subduing an  enemy without fight-
ing; a show of force can result in peace. Few appreciate the success of U.S. 
strength during the Cold War and the strategies that kept us safe. It’s tough 
to appreciate avoiding a fight through strength  because  there is nothing to 
mea sure except the lack of a fight.

Let’s face it,  humans are a violent species. What’s worse is that many 
enemies are not deterred by the possibility of a nuclear exchange and actually 
may have an apocalyptic mission. Some strategists think it is better to 
simply fight and win than to employ deterrence strategies against an  enemy 
that has nothing to lose. Totally winning a fight is more impor tant than ever 
in a world where nothing  will deter the  enemy. Winning is the only option.

 Every fighter must understand the fundamental princi ples that are 
required for winning a fight if a fight is inevitable.  These princi ples are uni-
versal and apply  whether the conflict is on the battlefield or in a dark 
alley. Quite simply, they are the princi ples of war and apply to the modern- 
day warrior armed with the latest technology just as they did to a Samurai 
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armed with a sword. A fight is still a personal  thing. Its sting  hasn’t dulled 
over time and the edge of the warriors’ weapons is still intact. If anything, 
weapons have become sharper.

The 12 Princi ples
Readers may well ask, why just 12 princi ples? Well,  there are numerous 
princi ples found in historical and modern texts, many of which overlap or 
are emphasized differently. Initially, I tried to encapsulate the history of 
fighting into 10 princi ples to make it simpler.

I have studied and taught martial arts and have won a  couple of world 
tournament titles in the self- defense division, along with a bunch of 
smaller ones. I even help write the rules on fighting as a member of the Box-
ing Commission.

I also have a doctorate in Health Science (DHSc) and approach the 
study of the ancient texts from an academic point of view as someone who 
teaches evidence-based solutions and critical thought. Someone with this 
experience should be able to fit the concepts into a concise framework to 
make them easier to study, comprehend, and apply.

In my research, I polled some combat personnel with whom I worked 
and  others stationed at Fort Bragg in North Carolina, home to the U.S. 
Army Special Operations Command. This put  things into perspective. The 
experiences of  these heroes dwarfed my fighting knowledge. My study of 
fighting was scholarly and my practice was in controlled environments. 
 These guys live or die by the warrior spirit and view the princi ples from a 
dif fer ent perspective.

Nothing compares to talking to a guy about fighting who has been shot 
at many times.  These modern- day warriors enriched my knowledge of 
fighting. My academic approach and martial arts experience  were enhanced 
by my interactions with  these heroes, whose lives depend on the proper 
application of  these princi ples. I found that training was good and aca-
demic knowledge was necessary, but writing about fighting  isn’t complete 
without the added perspective of someone who has repeatedly applied 
them to survive.

My work with the SFOs led to the addition of two princi ples: tim-
ing and fortitude. “Timing” was first suggested by a U.S. Marine and 
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“fortitude” was seen as being of paramount importance by many in the 
field. Specifically, members of the 3rd Special Forces Group (Airborne) pro-
vided feedback. With multiple tours of duty in Iraq and Af ghan i stan over 
many branches of ser vice,  these  silent warriors provided invaluable insight 
that was practical and revealed the true heart of the fighting spirit. Their 
input complemented the academic approach to the material.  These chapters 
on timing and fortitude amplify the basic princi ples explored in the first 
10 chapters.

The last four chapters explore how tactics, weapons, honor, and words 
 factor into fighting.  These sections grew from my research. Tactics are 
examples of practical application of the princi ples. Weapons are an essen-
tial extension of a fighter. Honor is especially impor tant, as it was vital to 
the success of ancient socie ties. Words have long been the first weapon 
drawn in conflict. My analy sis of fighting with words was another addition 
that emerged from  those interviews.  These last four sections are intended 
to add value to the main princi ples.

The 12 princi ples that provide the framework for this book sometimes 
overlap.  There are also crucial secondary princi ples within each princi-
ple. However, the 12 items encapsulate the theme of what it takes to 
win a fight.

Technology may change. Techniques may change. What man fights about 
may change. But the princi ples that win fights remain the same, as does the 
heart of a warrior, which is required to apply  these princi ples.

 These 12 princi ples  were forged by history and have been researched 
with academic rigor and continually practiced by warriors throughout the 
ages.
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p r i n c i  p l e  o n e

Preparation

P R E PA R AT I O N  H A S  B E E N  one of the primary princi ples for winning 
fights since the beginning of recorded time. It is a universal princi ple that 
applies to every thing from individual encounters to wars. The concept is 
self- evident. It has survived the test of time and is a good place to start.

From a tactical standpoint, the first princi ple should be surprise. How-
ever, the ele ment of surprise is often afforded to the attacker and is pri-
marily a function of offensive action. We  will discuss how to introduce 
surprise defensively a bit  later. But preparation helps  counter surprise, so 
again, it’s a good place to start.

In general, average citizens simply react to an aggressor, and thus relin-
quish the ele ment of surprise. But preparation helps minimize any sur-
prises that might benefit an opponent. The first princi ple is simply to be 
prepared for conflict. This princi ple is historically impor tant.

Over two thousand years ago, Chinese General Sun Tzu foresaw who 
would win or lose a  battle based on the extent of each general’s prepara-
tion.1 More recently, former president Ronald Reagan noted this truth in 
quoting George Washington, who said that to be prepared for war is one 
of the most effective means of preserving peace.2

This concept reaches biblical proportions. King Solomon relates in 
Christian scripture: “The prudent see danger and take refuge, but the 
 simple keep  going and pay the penalty” (Proverbs 22:3). In the New 
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Living Translation, taking “refuge” is to “take precautions” or, in other 
words, to be prepared. This ancient wisdom from Sun Tzu to King Solo-
mon is clearly applicable to modern- day warriors. Preparation is vital and 
involves more than physical preparation.

Former Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFC) heavyweight champion 
Randy Couture once said that a fight is 90  percent  mental and only 10 
 percent physical. Yet most fighters train 90  percent physical and 10  percent 
 mental.3

Ronda Rousey is a more recent mixed martial arts competitor and judo 
Olympian. Her preparation made her the most dominant male or female 
athlete in sports. Rousey recalled a story of breaking her toe during train-
ing when she was a teenager. Rather than pampering Rousey, her  mother, 
a judo champion in her own right, made her run laps. Her  mother  later 
told her that the reason she pushed Rousey to continue despite a broken 
toe was to demonstrate to her that she could do it. Rousey developed a 
“never quit” attitude, and this preparation established her foundation as a 
champion.4

Rousey embodied this princi ple, especially in early fights. Her prepara-
tion was always structured and meticulous. She embodied other princi ples 
as well, which combined to make a champion. But while her preparation 
seemed principled in UFC 207 against Amanda Nunes,5 the result is a cau-
tionary tale of how no princi ple stands alone.

Rousey, who is an expert grappler, was up against a boxer and lost early 
in the match during moments when blows  were being exchanged. Now 
no one expects  every fighter to be indomitable in  every fight or to dem-
onstrate perfect examples of  every princi ple in  every moment over the 
course of a  career. We also  don’t know what  every fighter had planned or 
was thinking. A million plans can go wrong between preparation and exe-
cution. Sometimes a brief moment of miscalculation or an instant of oppor-
tunity is all it takes to win or lose a fight. Nevertheless, history  will rec ord 
that Rousey was ultimately a winner who paved the way for  women in 
the world of fighting arts and was one of the most competitive athletes of 
all time.

As head basketball coach for the University of South Carolina, Frank 
Martin was being interviewed  after winning some impor tant games. 
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Martin was a tough coach and explained his philosophy to the reporter, 
“We’ve gotten to the place in society to where we think that  we’re sup-
posed to make  things easy for kids and then when they fail as men, we 
blame them.”6 He went on to explain that he demands his players work 
hard  because success is not an easy  thing. Martin believes kids  haven’t 
changed. Adults have changed, and demand less of kids instead of prepar-
ing them for what life is truly about.

Preparation involves both  mental and physical ele ments, with  mental 
preparation being the most impor tant. It can be a tough  thing. But it is the 
foremost concern in preparing for any fight  whether the encounter is for 
sport, self- defense, or war.

How you prepare  will be determined by a myriad of  factors. Size, gen-
der, where someone lives, training, access or familiarity with weapons all 
determine how someone physically responds to vio lence and where to 
start in preparing for such encounters. If the preparation is training for a 
sport, the answer is much easier as the environment in  these encounters is 
fairly controlled and the subsequent actions are predictable. Therefore, 
you have an awareness of exactly how to prepare, as all the variables are 
known in advance of the conflict. Sports have bound aries and rules.

How you prepare depends on who the  enemy is and where the  battle 
 will be waged. In the fourth  century BCE, Sun Tzu referred to knowing 
the  enemy as a vital strategy in warfare.7 Regardless of  whether the fight 
is or ga nized sport or a fight for life, knowing yourself and the opponent is 
essential preparation. Ask Rousey or any successful fighter who always 
prepares well, but in retrospect may have prepared differently for fights 
they lost.

In a confined sports arena with rules,  these ele ments are controlled and 
the  enemy is clearly known. But outside a controlled environment con-
frontations are less predictable. This simply means that in preparing for 
sport, self- defense, or war, the only difference is the degree of predictability 
and control over the encounter.

At the other extreme of conflict, war has no rules. While technically 
 there are some rules of engagement,  there is a saying among warriors that 
if you find yourself in a fair fight your tactics suck. So preparation must 
occur  whether for sport or war with  these par ameters in mind.
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Again, this affects only about 10  percent of your preparation in terms 
of evaluating your physical strengths, weaknesses, the level of your train-
ing, and  whether you live in or travel to a dangerous area and are more 
likely to encounter vio lence. The remaining 90  percent of preparation is 
 mental. Sun Tzu called this knowing oneself, which is as impor tant as 
knowing your  enemy. It’s Ronda Rousey knowing she can fight even with 
a broken toe. She says pain is just information. It’s the Navy Seals “never-
give-up” attitude. Each individual Seal  isn’t necessarily the very best fighter. 
What sets them apart is that Seals are so mentally tough that they  will 
keep fighting regardless of how many times they are knocked down. It is 
a  mental toughness shared by many Special Operators.

Sun Tzu, Rousey, and Navy Seals understand pushing beyond physical 
limitations. We discuss fortitude  later, but knowing  mental limits is impor-
tant. Good fighters prepare in order to know  these limits. A fighter  doesn’t 
want to learn his limits during a fight. Good preparation helps push  those 
limits higher with this first princi ple impacting the last.

Bruce Lee was a  great martial artist and spoke often regarding the pro-
cess of self- cultivation. Both ancient and modern warriors recognize that 
 mental preparation must occur first and foremost. The inner  battle must 
be won before attempting to prevail in any external  battle.

If you size up your physical preparation and have an idea of who your 
 enemy might be and prepare accordingly— how do you size yourself up? 
This answer is also found in ancient wisdom.

Japa nese military strategists often reflected the Chinese Taoist concepts 
of Wu- Sing, or the Five Ele ments of earth, air,  water, fire, and void, as the 
Gojo- Goyoku.8 They applied  these concepts to the mind as five feelings or 
weaknesses. This was part of the black art of the Ninja who utilized the 
five weaknesses to defeat an  enemy:

1. Fear
2. Lust
3. Anger
4. Greed
5. Sympathy
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Though  these feelings or emotions change dynamically  there is always 
one that dominates. Understanding the weaknesses that dominate yourself 
and your opponent is vital to winning. A fighter must overcome personal 
weakness while exploiting the weakness of an opponent.

For example, sympathy may be a weakness in a pacifist who abhors vio-
lence. This sympathy creates an internal conflict, as the individual is not 
mentally prepared to harm  others even if  under threat. This is a serious 
limitation that can be exploited by a violent person.

Usually, anger overcomes sympathy. Someone wishing to harm the 
 children of even a passive  mother  will cultivate the  mother’s anger. Any 
sympathy she may have for the attacker  will immediately dis appear as she 
directs her anger  toward the attacker in order to protect her  children. This 
is the balance of emotions that occur and manifest themselves as  either 
strengths or weaknesses.

Fear is the most common weakness a fighter must overcome. Though 
anger can overcome fear, it too must be  under control. Uncontrolled anger 
results in recklessness, and uncontrolled fear can be paralyzing.

The basic internal preparation for controlling fear is recognizing it is 
perceptual. It is not something a fighter overcomes as it can be controlled 
much like anger. Like anger, fear can be focused to good use.

Nelson Mandela said that courage  wasn’t the absence of fear but the 
triumph over it.9 Plato described courage as knowing what not to fear.10 
The point being that fear has its place and is a natu ral response to per-
ceived threats. It simply needs to be focused so that it  doesn’t become irra-
tional and result in paralysis of action. Understanding internal weaknesses 
and the opposing motivation to overcome that weakness is vital to mind-
ful preparation.

Firearms instructors advise students that if they are not prepared to uti-
lize their weapon to kill someone in the event their life is threatened, then 
they prob ably should not be carry ing a weapon. Carrying a weapon is one 
 thing. Mentally knowing you are prepared to use it is quite another. If some-
one carry ing a weapon  isn’t prepared to use it, then they may be bringing a 
weapon for their attacker to use against them. Being prepared is understand-
ing individual weaknesses and mentally overcoming  those weaknesses.
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Men perish for lack of vision is an old proverb. A winning attitude that 
overcomes weaknesses is vital to good preparation and creates a winning 
vision. Science supports this ancient proverb as you must first see yourself 
winning.

Visualization
 There is a story about an American prisoner of war in Vietnam who for 
seven years was isolated from  others and had  little physical activity in con-
finement. However, during his entire time in captivity he visualized him-
self playing golf at his favorite courses  every day. He  imagined himself 
dressed in golf clothes. He included  every detail of the experience in his 
mind down to the fragrance of the trees and how he gripped the club. 
He pictured each ball rolling across the green.

He was in no hurry. He was in captivity and not  going anywhere. So he 
mentally played golf. Upon his release, he returned home and when he 
played golf for real the first time his game had actually improved.11

Regardless of how true the story was, it has been confirmed by research. 
Studies with athletes including Olympians have concluded that visualiza-
tion techniques aid per for mance improvement. Visualization is now an 
accepted training technique and a part of sports science, as  there is a power-
ful relationship between  mental and physical per for mance. It is a useful 
preparation tool.

Research has demonstrated that brain activity patterns among weight 
lifters  were the same  whether the weight lifter actually lifted a large weight 
or simply  imagined it.12 This is remarkable knowledge. The brain  doesn’t 
differentiate signaling for thought and signaling for action in terms of areas 
activated by the brain.  Whether we are conducting the action or not, it still 
enhances the same area of the brain.

A study by Ranganathan et al., “From  Mental Power to Muscle Power—
Gaining Strength by Using the Mind,” even revealed that  mental practice 
was almost as effective as physical practice.13 Furthermore,  doing both 
was more effective than  doing  either alone. Specifically,  those who went 
to the gym had a 30   percent muscle increase.  Those who conducted 
 mental exercise  were able to experience a 13.5  percent increase.  Mental 
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visualization alone achieved nearly half the increase as physical applica-
tion. This is the power of thought.

Thoughts simply produce the same  mental instructions as action. The 
key is engaging as many of the senses as pos si ble during visualization 
practice. Emotions, smells, sights, hearing, and the environment that is visu-
alized are all impor tant. Walt Disney reportedly said, “If you can dream 
it, you can do it.” (The quote was actually written by Imagineer Tom Fitzger-
ald at Disney.)14 His view was literally visionary, as the power of visual-
ization is greater than  imagined de cades ago as it relates to physical 
per for mance.

Understand that violent encounters are pos si ble. Visualize violent encoun-
ters that may occur. Then mentally and physically prepare your actions. 
Have a vision for what you  will do. This preparation has value.

Most  people have no idea what they would do when faced with vio-
lence let alone prepare through visualization. They have never thought 
about it. Therefore they never train for it. They never prepare. When 
confronted with vio lence, they perish for lack of vision. This lack of 
 mental preparation results in paralysis of action, which may lead to deadly 
consequences.

Recognition
Mindful recognition of hostility is impor tant. If you recognize conflict, 
know your enemies regarding where conflict  will originate, and understand 
when vio lence is escalating, then you  will be prepared to stop vio lence 
sometimes before it even begins.  After all, the best way to win a fight is to 
avoid one. The best way to start preparing for vio lence is to imagine what 
you would do if vio lence  were encountered. Thoughts occur before action 
as nothing happens without a thought.

An approaching stranger asking for a cigarette may seem innocent. But 
often this may be a ruse for a predator to get closer to his prey. An acquain-
tance may suggest a private meeting somewhere. This may be innocent as 
well. But if  either subtle act seems out of context, both could be precur-
sors to vio lence.  Mental preparation for  these encounters is impor tant as 
well as recognizing patterns of be hav ior that just  don’t fit the context.
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Anticipate
A friend returning from a war zone related that one of the primary means 
of survival was to constantly discern friend from foe before anyone was 
allowed to approach the troops. They  didn’t obsess over it, but they  were 
always mentally prepared for conflict at  every turn and incorporated con-
stant preparedness in their daily routine.

This may seem paranoid. But preparation means controlling how close 
someone gets to you and preparing for potential conflict, even during 
seemingly ordinary circumstances that are part of your daily routine. It is 
 these innocent encounters that often escalate quickly and paralyze  those 
who fail to prepare for the escalation of an innocent encounter. Control-
ling your environment does have its limitations. But being able to control 
more space around you affords you more safety. Verbal and non- verbal 
communication of bound aries is impor tant. Anticipate vio lence from any-
one who crosses  these bound aries.

It is the ability to be alert that helps  counter the ele ment of surprise 
afforded to aggressors. Preparation helps mitigate the paralysis of action 
that occurs with sudden vio lence. Being aware is another princi ple discussed 
 later. But one must prepare first in order to develop the skill of awareness.

 Mental Edge
 Mental preparation combats the initial shock and inaction that accompa-
nies the first moments of unexpected conflict. Mindful preparation of 
knowing the potential  enemy and understanding what to do in the event 
the  enemy strikes help maintain the presence of mind needed to overcome 
conflict.

 There are basically three ways to mentally foreshadow and survive 
vio lence:

1. Avoid it entirely.
2. Escape if it  can’t be avoided.
3. Devastate the attacker’s ability to fight if escape is not pos si ble.

Avoiding and escaping require presence of mind. So again, two out of 
three methods to survive vio lence are  mental. Both involve being prepared 
with a plan and being alert in order to execute a plan.
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Fighting with 
Tactics

W H I L E  S T R AT E G Y  and princi ples are broad goals, tactics are methods 
for accomplishing  those goals.  Every princi ple has tactical applications. 
Sun Tzu opined 2,000 years ago that strategy without tactics is the slow-
est route to victory and tactics without strategy is the noise before defeat.1 
This is why tactics must be understood along with principled strategy.

A fighter must bridge princi ples with  actual methods that employ each 
princi ple at the tactical level.  Here are some brief approaches to bridging 
strategy and tactics for each princi ple.  There are many  others, but this is a 
basic start to understanding the foundational connection between princi-
ples and strategy and how they are interconnected.

Preparation
The princi ple of preparation requires a decision regarding what you  will 
do when faced with conflict. You must decide in advance and prepare in 
some manner. If the fighter is a competitor, then he must know  every aspect 
of the competitive arena.  There are rules that must be prepared, the oppo-
nents he  will face should be known, and even the size of the area of com-
bat must be studied. The fighter must train his mind and body for the 
event.
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If the person has a goal of self- defense then  there are many classes he 
or she can attend. Preparing to study martial arts requires understanding 
the level of interest and involvement the fighter wishes to invest. Prepar-
ing can begin in several ways and with classes such as hard styles, soft 
styles, classical approaches, or simply physical development gyms. Prepa-
ration involves many levels, from  simple awareness to physical fitness con-
ditioning or more advanced training, and should keep the interest of the 
practitioner.

Some  people have  little time to invest. Learning a martial art or  going 
to the gym to work out  every week  doesn’t fit their schedule.  These indi-
viduals still must prepare for violent encounters or they  will be the prey of 
predators. Preparation may involve dif fer ent levels of investment for  these 
folks, but it still must occur. They may wish to learn how to use weapons 
and certainly must plan their travels accordingly to avoid dangerous areas. 
Even trained fighters must prepare at this level by planning where they go 
and how they  will react if vio lence greets them.

The point is to prepare on some level and then plan in advance as to 
how to apply this preparation. Deciding how you  will react to violent 
encounters removes much of the fear of such encounters.

Businesses and nations have a  whole dif fer ent level of preparation. But 
on a tactical level they too must prepare a method to overcome challenges 
in their business or against enemies of the state. Tactical application of the 
princi ple depends on the scale of exposure that spans varying levels of 
investment and the scope of exposure ranging from individuals to nations. 
Decision models based on scenarios businesses or nations face on a broad 
scale should be incorporated into policy then tested and updated on a reg-
ular basis as threats change.

“What if” questions are a good way to start preparing on any level. 
What if a mugger  faces you? What if multiple attackers appear? What if 
a weapon is produced? Reviewing potential scenarios and deciding on a 
course of action in advance is valuable to the tactical approach  toward 
preparation. Anticipating encounters increases the level of preparedness. 
 Mental and physical preparation on any level is vital.
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Awareness
Knowing vio lence can occur and anticipating it is most of the  battle. Keep-
ing a 360- degree awareness of surroundings is impor tant. This is an era of 
technology, which demands our attention.  Those who wish to be aware of 
their surroundings cannot get sucked into their technology.

On a tactical level, fighters must look and anticipate. Sizing up situa-
tions is an instinct.  People know when something  isn’t quite right or is out 
of place. To know what is normal in your surroundings and become very 
suspicious when patterns are broken is the tactical application of being 
aware. Again, awareness is more than being alert. Awareness is placing 
suspicions and broken patterns into context.

Putting away cell phones and looking around is the simplest way to 
increase awareness. Avoiding dangerous situations is a practical tactic. 
Seeing and knowing are symbiotic tactical applications of the princi ple of 
awareness.

Having a plan of escape or attack in any given situation places the 
fighter at a tactical advantage. If preparation has given the fighter the tools 
to win a pos si ble engagement then awareness is the last line of defense to 
avoid the necessity of implementing this preparation. But in the event vio-
lence cannot be avoided, awareness robs the attacker of the ele ment of 
surprise. Awareness  counters the tactical advantage typically given to a 
predator.

Vio lence seldom occurs suddenly.  There is often a build-up and a chance 
for de- escalation or escape. A fight occurs when awareness, avoidance, and 
de- escalation fail. Awareness is more an attitude than a skill. To be alert is 
not the same as being paranoid. Tactically, the idea is to remain alert and 
aware of the input provided by the surroundings.

Commitment
During college, a friend of mine taught judo. He was an exchange student 
from Japan. Some other martial artists and I  were taking a break from 
learning some judo throws and engaged in some striking skill practice.

We  were demonstrating our methods of striking and delivered a snap-
ping kick to the groin. The kick was focused on the groin. My Japa nese 
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friend said we  were  doing it all wrong. We  were not committing fully to 
the action by simply focusing a kick to the groin only on the groin itself.

If we  were fully committed to kicking someone between the legs and 
 doing damage, we should not aim at the groin. We should aim for the chin. 
“If kicking groin, do not aim at groin. Aim at chin,” he said in broken 
En glish.

He did this while motioning with his hands that we should visualize 
attempting to kick through the groin and up through the opponent’s  whole 
body to reach the chin. That was the greatest lesson I ever had regarding 
commitment to an action.

On a tactical level, commitment is a sense of certainty. It is being deci-
sive and following a course of action. The tactical method to accomplish 
the princi ple of commitment is to make a decision in an unwavering fash-
ion and acting on the decision with vigor. It is the same pro cess you follow 
when jumping off a cliff to dive into the  water below. At some point, you 
have to jump. One foot cannot be on the cliff and one foot off the cliff. 
You have to fully commit.

The Samurai applied this princi ple to  every aspect of their life. We 
should as well. Full commitment has benefit in tactical application  whether 
you are fully committing to a job, a marriage, a task, or a fight. If you leap 
into the task at hand,  there is complete focus.

 There must be no uncertainty. Once you have committed to an action 
in a decisive manner uncertainty  will diminish. Tactically, the  whole focus 
should then be on that action.

Lethality
Ruthless vigor is a good way to describe this princi ple in a tactical sense. 
Being ruthless is a way to win a fight. The practical tactical application 
of lethality in civil society requires varying degrees of aggression.  There 
can only be enough force to repel the attack. This is why many law 
enforcement agencies have a caveat of scaled aggression when applying 
this princi ple. This is the reason the princi ple  isn’t simply being ruthless 
but having the potential to be lethal. So the caveat is to use just enough 
force to repel the attack.
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Fighting with 
Weapons

W E A P O N S  A R E  A N  extension of the fighter. The Samurai even consid-
ered the sword to be an extension of their souls. The weapon assumes the 
character of whoever wields it, as the weapon is simply a tool that extends 
the  will of the fighter. The princi ples of fighting with empty hands also 
apply to fighting with weapons. A fight is a fight. But  there are some 
thoughts about  these princi ples that should be noted.

A weapon is a  great equalizer and a force multiplier. A sufficiently armed 
weak or el derly person can repel the attack of a much stronger attacker 
or multiple aggressors. A weapon can save lives and prevent injury if an 
attack is prevented by this show of force.

Revealing that the victim has a weapon can discourage an attacker 
from causing injury in many cases. Even a fighter capable of effective 
unarmed combat who possesses a weapon might be able to avoid a fight 
if the attacker believes the fighter has a weapon that multiplies the fighter’s 
effectiveness. An aggressor may be willing to take his chances with a 
fighter in an unarmed engagement. But if the aggressor thinks a weapon 
may become engaged he may change his mind and seek an easier target. 
The balance of power shifts the odds dramatically when weapons are 
employed.
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Weapons make up for size. Police officers must sometimes fill out a use 
of force form  every time they use physical force to restrain an offender. 
One par tic u lar officer at a local police department where I used to work 
was a small guy. He was called into the chief’s office one day  because 
he had more use of force forms on file than the rest of the department 
combined.

The small officer told the chief to take a look at how big he was com-
pared to the other officers. When the large officers went to arrest someone, 
offenders complied easily. But when he tried to arrest someone, offenders 
thought they could overpower the officer  because the officer would be 
judicious with his use of weapons. Therefore, he got into more fights 
 because he is smaller. A criminal  will target victims he perceives as easy 
prey who can be overpowered. A weapon changes that balance of power.

Criminals in prison have been interviewed in order to learn what deters 
them most from committing crimes. Consistently, criminals cite armed vic-
tims as the greatest deterrent.

The Centers for Disease Control came to a similar conclusion in 2013 as 
part of a $10 million study commissioned by President Obama. According 
to their research, “Studies that directly assessed the effect of  actual defensive 
uses of guns (i.e., incidents in which a gun was ‘used’ by the crime victim in 
the sense of attacking or threatening an offender) have found consistently 
lower injury rates among gun- using crime victims compared with victims 
who used other self- protective strategies.” The study goes on to say that 
almost all national estimates reveal defensive use of guns by victims is as 
common as offensive uses by criminals.1

Carrying and deploying a weapon should be a thoughtful pro cess. 
One should never carry a weapon without being trained in its use. A 
weapon should also not be carried if you are not willing to use it if nec-
essary. Other wise,  you’ve just brought a weapon for the aggressor to use 
against you.

A knife is the most common carry weapon. Laws should be examined 
in the area the knife  will be carried in order to ensure compliance with 
local laws.

In a fight, a knife should be felt, not seen. It is why a rapid deployment 
system must be considered. In other words, a knife that deploys as it is 
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Fighting with  
Words

A  M O N K  A S K E D  the chief priest if he could smoke while he prayed. The 
chief priest denied the request. Another monk asked the chief priest if 
he could pray while he smoked. The chief priest agreed to the request 
from the second monk.1

The ultimate result was that both monks  were  doing the exact same 
 thing. They both had the intention of smoking and praying at the same 
time. But each framed their words to the chief priest differently and 
received dif fer ent responses. This is the power of words and framing  those 
words. The power of words is understood and utilized by many methods 
such as cognitive bias, misdirection, or framing. Warriors may not like the 
fact that words are also weapons, but the concept  isn’t new. In fact, words 
are typically the first weapons drawn during a fight.

As mentioned earlier, a Samurai warrior possessed a mushin mind- set. 
Again, though mushin is sometimes translated as “disinterested,” it  doesn’t 
mean uninterested. It means the Samurai approached activity in a dispas-
sionate manner or with an unbiased mind- set. He  wasn’t easily moved by 
words. He was flexible and had a calm, still center. This concept is espe-
cially applicable to fighting with words.
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When  under verbal assault, a fighter must be like a willow tree, which 
bends and survives heavy winds by its flexibility. It is the same approach 
taught by aikido, jujutsu, and judo. Using an opponent’s strength against 
him has power. Controlling a situation by acting in a malleable manner is 
adapting to dif fer ent levels of cognitive bias, intelligence, or be hav ior. Like 
aikido, deflection and redirection work much better than direct confron-
tation, even in verbal assaults.

Verbal attack expects disagreement. When a verbal attack is confronted 
with agreement in some fashion, the verbal attacker  doesn’t know what 
to do, as the response is disarming.

Finding any semblance of common ground, accepting what comes and 
dealing with it calmly and dispassionately requires quite a bit of discipline. 
This discipline can be in short supply during modern times but it comes 
from contentment with oneself. We find this wisdom in many ancient phi-
losophies from Buddhism, to Taoism and Chris tian ity.

Worrying or getting upset in a verbal confrontation  doesn’t change a 
hair on anyone’s head. Submission to life’s hardships in the sense that 
hardships, harsh words, and challenges are a natu ral part of life disarms 
words of much of their power over you.

This  doesn’t mean to take words or challenges lying down. It simply 
means it is better to  ride out a wave in a storm than fight against the  water 
and drown. It was this notion that Yamamoto Tsunetomo had in mind 
where his thoughts  were written in The Hagakure: “ There is something 
about a rainstorm. When meeting with a sudden shower, you try not to 
get wet and run quickly along the road. But  doing such  things as passing 
 under eaves of  houses, you still get wet. When you are resolved from the 
beginning, you  will not be perplexed, though you still get the same soak-
ing. This understanding extends to every thing.”2

Moshe ben Maimon was a twelfth- century Jewish rabbi famous for 
saying one should accept the truth from what ever source it proceeds.3 
 There are numerous sources throughout ancient lit er a ture that urge calm-
ness of spirit and mind in the face of conflict. Truth is truth.

When it rains, accept that you  will get wet. Accept that words are often 
meant to be painful. Accepting certain truths eases internal tension. Calm-
ness provides you with an edge when words are drawn as weapons.
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